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Network Functions Virtualisation aims to todays Network Operator problems by 
leveraging standard IT virtualisation technology to consolidate many network 
equipment types onto industry standard high volume servers, switches and storage, 
which could be located in Datacentres, Network Nodes and in the end user premises. 
We believe Network Functions Virtualisation is applicable to any data plane packet 
processing and control plane function in fixed and mobile network infrastructures. 

Source: Network Functions Virtualisation – Introductory White Paper, 
http://portal.etsi.org/NFV/NFV_White_Paper.pdf
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Network Operators’ networks are populated with a large and increasing variety of 
proprietary hardware appliances. To launch a new network service often requires yet 
another variety and finding the space and power to accommodate these boxes is 
becoming increasingly difficult; compounded by the increasing costs of energy, capital 
investment challenges and the rarity of skills necessary to design, integrate and 
operate increasingly complex hardware-based appliances. 
Moreover, hardware-based appliances rapidly reach end of life, requiring much of the 
procure design-integrate-deploy cycle to be repeated with little or no revenue benefit. 
Worse, hardware lifecycles are becoming shorter as technology and services 
innovation accelerates, inhibiting the roll out of new revenue earning network services 
and constraining innovation in an increasingly network-centric connected world. 

Source: Network Functions Virtualisation – Introductory White Paper, 
http://portal.etsi.org/NFV/NFV_White_Paper.pdf
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Telcos face the challenges that follow their dependency on hardware-based 
appliances requiring much of the procure design-integrate-deploy cycle to be 
repeated with little or no revenue benefit. 
In contrast, the cycle of service provider is much shorter and follow a typical software 
development-deploy-publish cycle.

-------------------------------------------------
In Greek mythology Sisyphus (/ˈsɪsɪfəs/;[1] Greek: Σίσυφος, Sísyphos) was a king of 
Ephyra (now known as Corinth) punished for chronic deceitfulness by being 
compelled to roll an immense boulder up a hill, only to watch it roll back down, and 
to repeat this action forever.
More info: http://www.mythweb.com/encyc/entries/sisyphus.html



NFV implies a significant change for current network infrastructures
- No zero-day approach is feasible
- Avoiding disruptions

Identify relevant use cases
- Emerging services
- Reuse of equipment still in amortization
- Leverage on new planned elements in architecture 

• Plan for phased deployments
- Interworking with existing infrastructure
- Not breaking current operational practice • Take advantage of NFV advantages
- Flexibility
- Extensibility
- Reusability
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Telcos need to adapt from hardware/links provisioning to differentiated services
So they can survive with specialized high value software solutions
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Network equipment vendors already implement some of their solutions by combining 
their proprietary software with industry standard hardware and software 
components, but in a proprietary way. Enabling their proprietary software to run on 
industry standard hardware in a standardised way may be a significant opportunity 
for existing players because their software and networking know-how is where the 
real value is in many cases. 
Some major industry players are already moving in this direction by offering 
virtualised versions of their products.

Source: Network Functions Virtualisation – Introductory White Paper, 
http://portal.etsi.org/NFV/NFV_White_Paper.pdf
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Network functions are fully defined by SW, minimising dependence on HW 
constraints
The target is a simplified, less expensive service provider network
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Definition 
Network Functions Virtualisation aims to transform the way that network operators 
architect networks by evolving standard IT virtualisation technology to consolidate 
many network equipment types onto industry standard high volume servers, switches 
and storage, which could be located in Datacentres, Network Nodes and in the end 
user premises. It involves the implementation of network functions in software that 
can run on a range of industry standard server hardware, and that can be moved to, 
or instantiated in, various locations in the network as required, without the need for 
installation of new equipment.

Source: Network Functions Virtualisation – Introductory White Paper, 
http://portal.etsi.org/NFV/NFV_White_Paper.pdf
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Virtualising Network Functions could potentially offer many benefits including, but not 
limited to: 
• Reduced equipment costs and reduced power consumption through consolidating 
equipment and exploiting the economies of scale of the IT industry. 
• Increased speed of Time to Market by minimising the typical network operator cycle 
of innovation. Economies of scale required to cover investments in hardware-based 
functionalities are no longer applicable for software-based development, making 
feasible other modes of feature evolution. Network Functions Virtualisation should 
enable network operators to significantly reduce the maturation cycle. 
• Availability of network appliance multi-version and multi-tenancy, which allows use 
of a single platform for different applications, users and tenants. This allows network 
operators to share resources across services and across different customer bases. 
• Targeted service introduction based on geography or customer sets is possible. 
Services can be rapidly scaled up/down as required. 
• Enables a wide variety of eco-systems and encourages openness. It opens the virtual 
appliance market to pure software entrants, small players and academia, encouraging 
more innovation to bring new services and new revenue streams quickly at much 
lower risk. 
Source: Network Functions Virtualisation – Introductory White Paper, 
http://portal.etsi.org/NFV/NFV_White_Paper.pdf
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Network Functions Virtualisation is applicable to any data plane packet processing 
and control plane function in mobile and fixed networks. Potential examples have 
been identified (not in any  particular order).
Some noteworthy examples apply to Telecom Networks (relevant to core Ericsson 
business) in the field of NGN signaling and converged network-wide functions: 
The virtualisation of a mobile core network targeting at a more cost efficient 
production environment, which allows network operators to cope with the increasing 
traffic demand in  mobile networks, and leading to better resource utilization 
(including energy savings), more flexible network management (no need to change 
hardware for nodes’ upgrades), hardware consolidation, easier multi-tenancy support 
and faster configuration of new services. Network Functions Virtualisation in mobile 
networks can also be used to create core network instances optimized for specific 
services, e.g. for Machine-to-Machine  communications (M2M). 

Source: Network Functions Virtualisation – Introductory White Paper, 
http://portal.etsi.org/NFV/NFV_White_Paper.pdf
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Src: NFV – Dell point of view (Dell)
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Virtualisation brings specific benefits on efficient resources usage, resiliency and 
redundance, as well as faster management of operations (e.g., SW upgrades) and 
enhanced time to market (e.g., to deploy a new functionality less hardware 
dependent). However, the specific nature of the Telco environment (i.e. Carrier grade 
requirements) imply  technical challenges that NFV aims to address in order to 
facilitate interoperability and seamless evolution towards fully virtualized networks. 
In this sense, many drivers come to the NFV world.
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Note that the shared motivation and goals between SDN and NFV
Source: http://www.cse.wustl.edu/~jain/cse570-13/ftp/m_17nfv.pdf
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Source: Kaz Hashimoto (NEC), The Way towards the Service Driven Network. , SDN 
World Congress Frankfurt, 15-18 October 2013
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Figures source: Uwe Michel, T-Systems Multimedia (Presentation SDN and NFV How
things fit together)
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The scope of NFV are those data plane functions currently implemented in HW 
to become virtualized functions running on commodity server hardware  



NFV and SDN are closely related, but really meet different goals:
Both together take the notion of Network Virutalization to new levels of NV 2.0
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NFV and SDN are highly complementary
Both topics are mutually beneficial but not dependent on each other 

Network Functions Virtualisation is highly complementary to Software Defined 
Networking (SDN), but not dependent on it (or vice-versa). Network Functions 
Virtualisation can be implemented without a SDN being required, although the two 
concepts and solutions can be combined and potentially greater value accrued.
Network Functions Virtualisation goals can be achieved using non-SDN mechanisms, 
relying on the techniques currently in use in many datacentres. But approaches relying 
on the separation of the control and data forwarding planes as proposed by SDN can 
enhance performance, simplify compatibility with existing deployments, and facilitate 
operation and maintenance procedures. 
Network Functions Virtualisation is able to support SDN by providing the 
infrastructure upon which the SDN software can be run. Furthermore, Network 
Functions Virtualisation aligns closely with the SDN objectives to use commodity 
servers and switches. 
Figure source: Bob Briscoe, BT (Presentation Network Functions Virtualisation) 
Source: Network Functions Virtualisation – Introductory White Paper, 
http://portal.etsi.org/NFV/NFV_White_Paper.pdf
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NFV originated from many of the world’s largest carriers’ discussions about how to 
improve network operations as text and email are supplanted by streaming 
multimedia content. A set of informal discussions and meetings culminated in the 
drafting of the NFV White Paper at the 2012 SDN and OpenFlow World Congress in 
Darmstadt, Germany last October, where the group proclaimed their 
intentions: leveraging standard IT virtualization technology to consolidate many 
network equipment types onto industry standard, high-volume servers, switches and 
storage.
By the end of 2012, the NFV ISG was formed in ETSI, primarily to exploit ETSI’s 
existing administration, processes, and governance model. The initial meeting of the 
NFV ISG was held in Sophia Antipolis in the south of France in January, with 20+ 
carriers and 100+ participants. There was an aura permeating that initial meeting 
hosted by ETSI that the ISG was onto something big, albeit with a daunting task 
ahead.
Not surprisingly, when the world’s largest carriers band together on their own to do 
anything, the vendor community will respond. And they have. More than 100 ISG 
participants whose products span the entire NFV value chain are now participating, 
along with the 25+ network operators.
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Source: http://www.sdncentral.com/education/nfv-insiders-perspective-part-1-goals-
history-promise/2013/09/

ISG Leadership: ISG Chair: Prodip Sen, Verizon; Uwe Michel, Deutsche Telekom.
Network Operators’ Council (NOC): Guides and oversees all ISG activities; the NOC is 
limited to Network Operators exclusively. Chair: Don Clarke, British 
Telecommunications.
Technical Steering Committee (TSC): provides technical leadership; the TSC consists of 
the Working and Expert Group leaders (i.e., Co-Chairs and Editors). Chair: Diego 
Lopez, Telefónica; Vice chair: Tetsuya Nakamura, NTT Docomo.
Working Groups: Working-level teams for particular NFV functional areas:
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Architecture for the Virtualization Infrastructure (INF): Addresses the 
infrastructure requirements for the compute, storage, and network domains.
Management and Orchestration (MANO): Addresses management 
considerations for the NFV platform.
Software Architecture (SWA): Addresses the environment that the VNFs will 
execute.
Reliability and Availability (REL): Addresses VNF resiliency and fault tolerance.
Expert Groups (EGs) responsible for technical recommendations that span 
multiple WGs:

Security: Responsible for security considerations throughout the NFV 
platform.
Performance and Portability (PER): Addresses scalability, efficiency, 
and performance considerations when moving from dedicated to 
generic hardware.
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Source: 
http://lteuniversity.com/get_trained/expert_opinion1/b/bbest/archive/2013/12/18/l
te-before-and-after-part-5.aspx

The group initially promoting NFV has found a standards home with ETSI as a group 
tasked not with defining NFV standards, but establishing consensus on what the 
standards should be, and working with ESTI to formalize the standards. In October 
2013, the NFV Industry Specification Group (NFV ISG,) under the umbrella of ETSI, 
published a set of five “high level reference documents”. The most important of these 
documents is entitled, “NFV Architectural Framework”. The figure below graphically 
describes that framework in three parts.
(1.) The collection of Virtualized Network Functions sharing the same physical OTS 
server,
(2.) The NFV Infrastructure (NFVI) depicting the mapping (virtualizing) of physical 
servers and network facilities onto equivalent virtual functions, and
(3.) the NFV management plane. With various independent VFNs all competing for 
resources, the management plane is responsible for allocation of the physical 
resources in a “fair” manner to support various (possible competing) Service Level 
Agreements (SLAs).
The NFV management and orchestration function is also responsible for supporting 
redundancy, elasticity functionality, and fault management.
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The architectural framework addresses the following:
- The functionality that is required to be realized by the NFVI
- The functionality that is required due to decoupling network functons into 

software and hardware
- The functionality that is required for NFV-specific management and orchestration
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The NFV architectura framework focuses on the changes likely to occur in an 
operator’s networkdue to the network function virtualisation process. That is, the 
architectural framework focusses on the new functional blocks and reference points 
brought by the virtualisation of an operator’s network.
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The architectural framework is described at a functional level and it dows not 
propose any specific implementation.
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Source: http://www.slideshare.net/VanceShipley/cloud-for-mnos-network-functions-
virtualization-nfv
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The NFV Infrastructure (NFVI) is the totality of all software and hardware components 
which build up the environment in which VNFs are deployed, managed and executed. 
The NFVI can span across several locations, i.e. Places where NFVI-PoPs are operated. 
The network providing connectivity between these locations is regarded to be part of 
the NFVI. 
From the VNF’s perspective the virtualisation layer and the hardware resources look 
like a single entity providing them with desired virtualised resources.
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NFV emphasizes the fact that the exact physical deployment of a VNF instance on the 
infrastructure is not visible from the E2E service perspective, with the exception of 
guaranteeing specific polic constraints (e.g., location awareness required to 
implement a virtualised CDN cache node). 
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THIS IS LOGICAL/FUNCTIONAL ARCHITECTURE! These are just functional blocks, it 
does not represent any specific implementation.
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NFV Orchestrator:
– on-boarding of new Network Service (NS), VNF-FG and VNF Packages
– NS lifecycle management (including instantiation, scale-out/in, performance 
measurements, event correlation, termination)
– global resource management, validation and authorization of NFVI resource 
requests
– policy management for NS instances

VNF Manager: 
– lifecycle management of VNF instances
– overall coordination and adaptation role for configuration and event reporting 
between NFVI and the E/NMS 

Virtualised Infrastructure Manager (VIM): 
– controlling and managing the NFVI compute, storage and network resources, within 
one operator’s infrastructure sub-domain
– collection and forwarding of performance measurements and events
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NFV use cases are intended to provide a comercial and technical context that is 
expected to be useful for discussions on technical requirements and architectures in 
further documents do be developed by carriers, industry and the ETSI NFV ISG.
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NFVIaaS, NFVPaaS, VNFaaS are some of the use cases that can be realized with a 
common NFV architectural framework proposal. 
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To accelerate progress, a new network operator-led Industry Specification Group (ISG) 
with open membership is being setup under the auspices of ETSI to work through the 
technical challenges for Network Functions Virtualisation 
The formal creation process of this ETSI ISG has been started and is expected to be 
completed by mid-November 2012. 
While ETSI will provide the organisation for this initiative, the ISG will downstream its 
work to all relevant organisations and seek to encourage convergence of IT and 
Network Standardisation efforts in this space. 
Source: Network Functions Virtualisation – Introductory White Paper, 
http://portal.etsi.org/NFV/NFV_White_Paper.pdf
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Although ETSI is a Standards Development Organisation (SDO), the objective of the 
NFV ISG is not to produce standards. The key objectives are to achieve industry 
consensus on business and technical requirements for NFV, and to agree common 
approaches to meeting these requirements.
While NFV is expected to realize the many benefits of public and private cloud 
services, there are differences:
Generic cloud services tend to be compute-centric, whereas NFV is inherently 
connect-centric.
Generic cloud services are optimized to enable multiple tenants to share compute, 
storage, and connect resources in a highly cost- and energy-efficient manner. NFV 
must scale network functions to serve millions and even tens of millions of 
subscribers. In fact, many large-scale enterprise applications are not virtualized to 
avoid the overhead.
Generic cloud services are typically characterized by many relatively small VMs to 
optimize the utilization of the system resources; NFV deployments for large operators 
will consist of fewer but much larger VMs to accommodate the vast scale of large 
operators.
Generic cloud services seek to decouple the virtual and physical domains. Carrier 
networks demonstrate what some operators refer to as “shape,” which consists of 
definitive segments and service boundaries with orderly handoffs.
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1 Fast standard hardware -Software based Devices
Routers, Firewalls, Broadband Remote Access Server (BRAS)
-A.k.a. white box implementation
2. Function Modules (Both data plane and control plane)
-DHCP (Dynamic Host control Protocol), NAT (Network Address Translation), Rate 
Limiting,
3. Virtual Machine implementation
-Virtual appliances
-All advantages of virtualization (quick provisioning, scalability, mobility, Reduced 
CapEx, Reduced OpEx, …)
4. Standard APIs: New ISG (Industry Specification Group) in ETSI (European Telecom 
Standards Institute) set up in November 2012
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NFV has been developed for more than 1 year, stimulating new concepts to be born
and most specificly implemented.
The fundamental questions are being handled by ETSI and the telecom industry, but
still remain some issues, that will be solved in the long term and that we will discuss
here. These constitute some requirements and challenges about NFV.

NFV represents a paradigm shitf in networking. In order to realize the deployment of
the NFV archtectural framework many requirements step ahead of different
environments, which are specifically bounded into new newtork abstractions
provided by NFV. In this sense, some already known requirements and challenges
resurge with different specifications. First we’ll take a look in the more specific
requirements arising from the NFV framework.
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There are four (potential) phases that telcos may adopt – depending on application 
and use case:
- Migration to COTS involving the migration from purpose-built hardware to 

software running on general purpose servers.
- Virtualization of software functions
- Elasticity capacity for the ability to easily scale up and scale down applications 

based on dynamic needs of the network.
- Orchestration of multiple virtual functions and combining (service chaining) a 

broad range of NFV applications across the network stack.
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Source: Gabriel Brown, Senior Analyst, Heavy Reading (Presentation NFV Forum –
Introduction)

In the meantime that challenges are constantly arising in the NFV horizon, some use 
cases are already available at NFV ETSI web page. Some of them have being tested 
and deployed in telecom well known scenarios, representing the red arrow above. 
Nevertheless some others still lack some incremental features which represent the 
characteristics of the blue arrow above. I.e., there are still horizontal improvements 
to be made in a well defined platform, mainly associated with NFV management and 
orchestration requirements. 
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Service level functionality should be implemented largely in software
• The network infrastructure consists of low unit cost COTS network elements: 
servers, packet optical transport, data center switches and storage
• Leverage low cost per unit to provide bandwidth expansion and increasing range of 
services
• Use distributed storage instead of expensive routing and transport to deliver 
popular, high volume content
• Use software-based service delivery to be more responsive to new requirements 
from customers and market opportunities
• Automate management and provisioning to the greatest extent possible
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Src: End to End Network Function Virtualization Architecture Instantiation (Intel, 
Telefonica, Brocade, Cyan, Redhat)
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Accordingly to the ETSI NFV requirements document [1], there are different
requirements to NFV:
- General: involves SPs and NOs partially or full virtualize network functions to

create, deploy and operate the services needed (Partial virtualization intended to
be measurable with impacts: performance, fault tolerance)

- Portability: Load, execute and move NFs in different N-PoPs; Optimize de location, 
reservation and allocation of resources in different NFVI levels, meeting and
maintaining SLA requirements

- Performance: is conforming to NFs specifications; describe underlying
infrastructure to support NF performance; monitor and collect performances data 
in different resources usage level (NICs, hypervisors, VMs)

- Elasticity: requires parallelised components; VNFs scaled with SLA requirements; 
Maintain service continuity requirements; Movable VNFs components

- Resiliency: resilience characteristics of NFs and set of VNFs well defined; specify
metrics to define the value and variability of stability

- Security: Protection of the shared data in different virtualization layers
- Service Coninuity: Zero vs. Measurable impact

[1] 
http://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_gs/NFV/001_099/004/01.01.01_60/gs_NFV004v010
101p.pdf
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- Service Assurance: virtualized instrumentation functions wherever and whenever
required to diagnose network problems

- Energy Efficiency Requirements: changes in the distribution of energy consumption 
based on computing, storage and network resources separation; exploit the 
benefits of virtualization to turn on/off components on-demand

- Operational and Management Requirements: creation, scaling and healing of VNF 
instances based on VNF information model, network capacity adaptation to load, 
software upgrades, functions configuration and relocation, and intervention on 
detected failures

- Transition: same service capability, performance, security, with minimum impact
on existing network; transparent transition

- Service Models: coexistence of VNFs in heterogeneous NFVI to be provided by
differents SPs to network operators
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There are a number of technical challenges which need to be addressed: 
• Achieving high performance virtualised network appliances which are portable 
between different hardware vendors, and with different hypervisors. 
• Achieving co-existence with bespoke hardware based network platforms whilst 
enabling an efficient migration path to fully virtualised network platforms which re-
use network operator OSS/BSS. OSS/BSS development needs to move to a model in-
line with Network Functions Virtualisation and this is where SDN can play a role. 
• Managing and orchestrating many virtual network appliances (particularly 
alongside legacy management systems) while ensuring security from attack and 
misconfiguration. 
• Network Functions Virtualisation will only scale if all functions can be automated. 
• Ensuring the appropriate level of resilience to hardware and software failures. 
• Integrating multiple virtual appliances from different vendors. Network operators 
need to be able to “mix & match” hardware from different vendors, hypervisors from 
different vendors and virtual appliances from different vendors without incurring 
significant integration costs and avoiding lock-in. 
Source: Network Functions Virtualisation – Introductory White Paper, 
http://portal.etsi.org/NFV/NFV_White_Paper.pdf
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In any case VNF instances and their supporting infrastructure need to be visible for 
configuration diagnostic and troubleshooting purposes.
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The virtualization layer is key for delivering high-performance NFV solutions

Standard virtualization Technologies may impose high performance penalties in the
E2E solution.

NFV-optimized virtualization enhancements are being worked out at the hypervisor
level as well as the network interface card support for hardware-acceleration of
virtualized environements. 
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Source: Ivan Pepelnjak SDN, NFV and OpenFlow for Skeptics » 5 - Network Function 
Virtualization 
http://demo.ipspace.net/get/5%20-%20Network%20Function%20Virtualization.mp4
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Figure source: D. Siracusa, E. Salvadori, and T. Rasheed, “Edge-to-edge virtualization 
and orchestration in heterogeneous transport networks,” in Future Networks and 
Services (SDN4FNS), 2013 IEEE SDN for, Nov 2013, pp. 1–6

As we have seen the evolution of network technologies since the foundation of 
Internet communication devices,  now we live another dilemma inside the 
development of the use case complexity of network functions. According as 
complexity rises we see an performance decrease, leading to an evolution barrier 
that presents itself as a performance challenge for a wide variety of NFs with high 
complexity behaviors and requirements. 
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Figures Source: Michael Zimmerman, Tilera (Presentation Networking Goes Open-
Source)

This figure only explicitly demonstrates our previous statements, that network 
workloads may fluctuate depending on the network task performed. As it intend to 
be more specific and specialized computing requirements also intend to perform 
better and scale with the network task. A VNF like a firewall would require much 
more CPU cycles than a mere L2 forwarding virtual switch.
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In resume, for a NF, lack of performance leads to scalability decreased and so the 
scalability of a whole service composition, as it depends on its chained NFs. It’s 
completely related to the NSC performed by NFV-FG, which means that NFs isolated 
may have a well behaved features, but when putted togheter they may not represent 
the whole needed SLA required. In this sense, as one NFV main challenge, 
performance and scalability run side-by-side, looking to achieve proportional 
computing, storage and connecting resources accordingly to services and their 
environment. 
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Since the foundation of network devices, distributed algorithms have been used to 
scale with network size and domain. For example, BGP routing tables in AS level 1 
contain today approximately 500.000 entries and large queues, on the other hand 
data center network equipments, depending on the topology and routing protocol 
(e.g., TRILL, OSPF, STP) have different configurations, like lesser FIB entries and fewer 
queue sizes. 
In a virtualized perspective, these configurations above mean that depending on the 
network enviornment it’ll be desirable to fulfill different requirements, leading to a 
NF computing, storage and connecting performance in conformance with its NFVI 
context. Then, as many NFV-PoPs may exist in different locations, a NF must scale its 
features in accordance with the environment and maintaining latency, bandwidth and 
all the other requirements related to SLA service parameters. 
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Figure source:
K. Samdanis, A. Kunz, M. I. Hossain, and T. Taleb, “Virtual bearer management for 
efficient mtc radio and backhaul sharing in lte networks,” in Personal Indoor and 
Mobile Radio Communications (PIMRC), 2013 IEEE 24th International Symposium on, 
Sept 2013, pp. 2780–2785.

In an overall perspective, we abstract management and orchestration tasks in such a 
way that they must comply with different network environments and fulfill its tasks in 
accordance with SLA requirements which in a desired view can be viable end-to-end. 
Manage different network environments with heterogeneous VNFs profiles and 
policies poses as a huge challenge to NFV, as the distribution of functions and state 
depends on SLAs, service continuity requirements, and a well established Network 
Information Base (NIB).   
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Networks PoPs and datacentres intra- and inter-communications will be critical to 
guarantee network service elasticity and network plasticity
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Figures source: Raj Jain Intro to NFV (http://www.cse.wustl.edu/~jain/cse570-
13/ftp/m_17nfv.pdf)

Another bigger challenge to NFV regards to management and Orchestration tasks. 
They are presented as a key feature in NFV because as we can see in the figure above, 
they can act in different interfaces all over the different layers framework 
architecture, such as they have no limitations considering their operations domain 
(e.g., server, virtual machine, linux container, process, etc). Their interfaces will hardly 
depend on multi-technology support and probably open interfaces to perform tasks 
in hardware, NFVI and VNFs layers. 
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Figure source: Bob Briscoe, BT (Presentation Network Functions Virtualisation) 
VNFs intances can be implemented on different physical resources, e.g. Compute 
resources and hypervisors, and/or be geographically dispersed as long as its overall 
end-to-end service performance and other policy constraints are met.

In the sense to achieve automated NFV applications by platforms like OpenStack, an 
orchestration domain have to effectuate tasks in different levels of operations. For 
instance, considering an existing profile list for NFs, construct an OSS/BSS user service 
requires intermediate level operations (e.g., NFV applications domain instantiations) 
where servers/VMs can be selected and implanted to carry out VNFs applications 
with specific service addresses and location dependent configurations. These last 
ones consist of low level operations executed to satisfy all the other performed tasks 
at higher level domains.
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Source: Lopez, D.R., "Network functions virtualization: Beyond carrier-grade 
clouds," Optical Fiber Communications Conference and Exhibition (OFC), 2014 , vol., 
no., pp.1,18, 9-13 March 2014
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Figure source: ETSI NFV Framework Document 
(http://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_gs/NFV/001_099/002/01.01.01_60/gs_NFV002v01
0101p.pdf)

One main aspect regarding orchestration challenges is the end-to-end perspective, 
which dictates a complex environment where VNFs can coexist in nested services and 
even in nested VNFs that can be chained to accomplish an end-to-end forwarding 
graph and operating in different NFV layers, as we can see above. 
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An abstract Network Service (NS) based on VNFs seems likely to include identification 
of the types of VNFs involved, the relationships between these VNFs and the 
interconnection (forwarding) topology along with related management and 
dependency relationships. Of course, VNF FG can also interconnect with Physical 
Network Functions to provide a NS.
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The NFV FG is an expansion (and replacement for) the “Service Chain” defined in 
Software Defined Networks (SDN). The NFV FG provides an abstraction to the 
operator for dynamic and simplified service composition.

Figure source:
John, W.; Pentikousis, K.; Agapiou, G.; Jacob, E.; Kind, M.; Manzalini, A.; Risso, F.; 
Staessens, D.; Steinert, R.; Meirosu, C., "Research Directions in Network Service 
Chaining," Future Networks and Services (SDN4FNS), 2013 IEEE SDN for , vol., no., 
pp.1,7, 11-13 Nov. 2013

As our first challenge perspective, we present a simple example how we could 
introduce dynamic network paths around the Internet. As an old stratified and 
current network service chaining model, filled with static black boxes (middleboxes) 
defining a rigid sequence to process network packets, causing overhead, ossification 
and non improvement of network functions over the Internet. On the other hand, we 
see one possible way, a dynamic NSC model, where network functions can take 
placed all over the constitution of a dynamic path inside the Internet, creating well 
established end-to-end services to respect SLAs and perform better development and 
less time to implant network functions and applications.
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When a network service is provided, the NFV framework needs to keep a record of 
the infrastructure resources that are used so that future operational processes (such 
as localization of a fault, restoration, resizing or termination of the service) can be 
undertaken on all relevant objects in the VNF FG.
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Nothing sounding as good as it looks like could come for free.  
Here are some topics following the challenges of NSC and NFV-FG: 
In the first part the passage between NF Set and NFV-FG defines the existence of NFs 
with well defined interfaces and behavior, so that they can communicate and 
establish service chaining with specific performance, security, resilience, and many 
other challenges that still will be presented ahead. 
In addition, processing semantics between NFs must be well stablished, because one 
NF cannot cause misbehavior of others NFs operations, likewise performance 
guarantees and charging.
There are a number of ongoing research efforts at diferente fronts (IETF, 
OpenDaylight, OpenStack, OPNFV, Academia)
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Figure source: Uwe Michel, T-Systems Multimedia (Presentation SDN and NFV How 
things fit together)

SDN and NFV are independent. While SDN intends to autmate and orchestrate 
network configurations, NFV proposes to automate the implantation and control of 
network functions. 
In an intersections point SDN poses to NFV as a means to provide orchestration and 
management of NFs, connecting them togheter so that Network Service Chains can 
ocurr and perform different tasks all over the NFVI domain, including the 
execution/existence of end-to-end services.
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SDN allows to remove the control plane from the data plane equipment and 
uses a standard interface (e.g., OpenFlow) to push data plane rules and to encapsulate
control plane relevant packets.

NFV and SDN are independent and complementary. You can do either or both (as in the SDN with ClickOS example)

Introducing NFV into the SDN scenario, as proposed by NEC with thei ClickOS NFV 
Implementation allows to selectively steer some of the traffic to be handled by the 
SW-based NFV functions while the remainder traffic is handled by the HW data plane.



Leverage SDN for application-aware routing, and separation of packet forwarding 
from control to rapidly introduce new services and adapt to changing traffic patterns
Network functions, caching, applications, enablers all run in virtualized distributed 
data centers
IP & transport infrastructure still used as necessary in optical backbone and Internet
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Figure source: Bob Briscoe, BT (Presentation Network Functions Virtualisation) 

A general NFV framework requirement says that VNFs have to be portable across N-
PoPs, which properly requires a NFVI decoupled from VNF applications. Consequently, 
as in the computing domain (e.g., VMs being allocated and migrated between 
servers), VNFs need a well behaved environment to be located, allocated and with 
reserved resources so that their correct operations can be accomplished. 
The questions regarding portability challenges not only include the statements above 
as well determine compatibilities against heterogeneous technologies to VNFs and 
NFVIs integration/internetworking meeting SLA requirements. For example, NfV
hypervisors can be used to conduct VMs direct access to NICs and processing Cores 
to optimize their tasks, allocating computing and network resources in accordance 
with their needs. 
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NFV cannot be implanted as a disrruptive measure. For instance, telecom industries 
applied huge financial resources into expensive LTE devices aiming  long-term capital 
return. Implement NFVIs and VNFs inside current network domains imposes 
interoperability requirements to NFV, which concerns one of its main challenges. 
Legacy networks are far way to be extint, launching no place for one-size-fits-all 
solutions, because new and dynamic technologies tend to evolve quickly while legacy 
devices and interfaces slowly walk to be updated. Besides, all the interfaces that 
would be required to create such solutions would have to handle different old and 
new characteristics which mainly impact performance, resilience, security and many 
other NFV requirements and possibly concatenate another challenges.
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Considering well specified (e.g., interfaces and behavior) NFs, a proper challenge that 
already exists in current networks is resilience. NFV will require more specific 
resilience metrics, such as it provides different levels of operation to attend service 
requirements. Then, PFs, NFs, NFVI, NFV-FG and many other instances of NFV will 
require their own resilience specifications. In all NFV levels of operation, as a 
requirement, monitoring, synchronisation and trigger mechanisms in failure events
must satisfy SLA service requirements to be maintained by management and 
orchestration tasks to perform service continuity, with zero vs. measurable impact 
insurance. Of course, as a main point of execution and control of a whole NFVI/N-PoP
management and orchestrations parts cannot be a single point of failure.
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New virtualization layers impose new security requirements, where NFs in different 
NFV management and orchestration layers can have their access provided to different 
network operators tasks. Accounting for those layers and role based access is a 
required security feature as different interfaces provide features access to different 
levels of operations exposed by the NFV framework model. 
Commoun heterogeneous network domains still poses today as one challenge for 
network security operators and consequently will also impose bigger challenges as 
virtualization layers will reside inside them. Isolation between VNF sets and VNF-FGs 
for different users and network operators implicate user privilege resources access 
(e.g., APIs) where SLAs can be maintained even multiple NFVIs coexist in a single N-
PoP. 
Of course, mechanisms to control and verify network configurations are an essential 
part of the management of security features for VNFs, NFVIs and N-PoPs, for 
example.
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There are a number of technical challenges which need to be addressed: 
• Achieving high performance virtualised network appliances which are portable 
between different hardware vendors, and with different hypervisors. 
• Achieving co-existence with bespoke hardware based network platforms whilst 
enabling an efficient migration path to fully virtualised network platforms which re-
use network operator OSS/BSS. OSS/BSS development needs to move to a model in-
line with Network Functions Virtualisation and this is where SDN can play a role. 
• Managing and orchestrating many virtual network appliances (particularly 
alongside legacy management systems) while ensuring security from attack and 
misconfiguration. 
• Network Functions Virtualisation will only scale if all functions can be automated. 
• Ensuring the appropriate level of resilience to hardware and software failures. 
• Integrating multiple virtual appliances from different vendors. Network operators 
need to be able to “mix & match” hardware from different vendors, hypervisors from 
different vendors and virtual appliances from different vendors without incurring 
significant integration costs and avoiding lock-in. 
Source: Network Functions Virtualisation – Introductory White Paper, 
http://portal.etsi.org/NFV/NFV_White_Paper.pdf
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T-NOVA will design and implement a management/orchestration platform for the 
automated provision, configuration, monitoring and optimization of Network 
Functions-as-a-Service (NFaaS) over virtualised Network/IT infrastructures. T-NOVA 
leverages and enhances cloud management architectures for the elastic provision and 
(re-) allocation of IT resources assigned to the hosting of Network Functions. It also 
exploits and extends Software Defined Networking platforms for efficient 
management of the network infrastructure.

Source: http://www.t-nova.eu/
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The technical solution provided by T-NOVA
addresses the following key issues:

• Automated provision of NFs via orchestrated management
• NF resource optimisation and elasticity
• NF performance optimisation
• Third-party NF development and trading
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In order to facilitate the involvement of diverse actors in the NFV scene and attract 
new market entrants, T-NOVA establishes a “NFV Marketplace”, in which network 
services and Functions by several developers can be published and brokered/traded. 
Via the Marketplace, customers can browse and select the services and virtual 
appliances which best match their needs, as well as negotiate the associated SLAs 
and be charged under various billing models. A novel business case for NFV is thus 
introduced and promoted.

Source: http://www.t-nova.eu/

Source: http://www.t-nova.eu/
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It was identified that with combined abstraction of compute, storage and network 
resources one can logically centralize, automate and recursively apply resource 
orchestrations across domains, technologies, vendors etc. The UNIFY architecture 
implements such a combined abstractions of resources and allows the 
overarching optimization. Thus, the UNIFY architecture enables automated and 
recursive resource orchestration and operation with domain virtualization similar 
to the recursive network-only virtualization of the Open Networking Forum (ONF) 
Software Defined Networking (SDN) architecture but also for European 
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) Network Function Virtualization 
(NFV) services. The defined architecture also considers the demands of a Service 
Provider DevOps (SP-DevOps) regime. Along the monitoring, Verification and 
Troubleshooting needs of operation in carrier environments, SP-DevOps includes 
support for Network Function (NF) development. The applied virtualization and 
orchestration concept is independent of resource or domain size, technology, and 
hence works from a single node, e.g., the Universal Node (UN) concept, to 
complete multi technology carrier environments. Moreover the logical 
centralization of joint compute and network resource orchestration enables direct 
control and elastic scaling of resources for the deployed NFs
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In the UNIFY architecture: • three layers (service, orchestration and infrastructure) 
and a set of reference points have been defined; • a general information model 
describing the most important reference points has been identified; • a Network 
Function Forwarding Graph (NF-FG) for programming resource orchestration at 
compute, storage and network abstraction, in accordance with the virtualization, 
monitoring functions and quality indicators for rapid and flexible service creation has 
been defined; • a programmable interface enabling a control and data plane split for 
network functions and dynamically control of their dedicated resources and 
management actions has been defined; • a monitoring framework to complement 
the quasi static virtualization views for fine granular observability of both virtualized 
infrastructures and NF-FG-based services has been defined; • a model-based service 
decomposition in order to be able to re-use and build services out of elementary (or 
atomic) blocks has been defined; • a definition and a frame how i ) service 
programming, orchestration and optimization, ii ) service provider DevOps and iii) 
commodity hardware based networking as well as execution environment can form a 
unified production environment have been defined; • a detailed functional 
architecture has been defined, covering all aspects framed in the overarching 
architecture including a description of the primitives at the reference points
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Overall, the UNIFY design creates a unified production environment for rapid and 
flexible service creation through
joint resource virtualization and orchestration. While the ambition is similar to ETSI 
NFV, we believe that it is worth taking a different architecture approach by 
generalising ONF SDN principles. In this way, multi-level recursion and
better resource control of any NF which has split data- and control-plane promise to 
be benefits. Prototyping and
experimentation in both ETSI and UNIFY will foster our understanding of practical 
implications of the two different architecture approaches.
The information provided in this deliverable and the previously documented initial 
version of the architecture [D2.1]
cover all essential aspects of the UNIFY architecture. However, the on-going work and 
achieved results of the technical work packages will detail and verify individual 
aspects of this architecture. 
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Src: http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/ict/future-networks/documents/call8-
projects/trilogy2-factsheet.pdf
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Src: http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/ict/future-networks/documents/call8-
projects/trilogy2-factsheet.pdf
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Based on ETSI GS NFV 001 v1.1.1 (2013-10)
http://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_gs/NFV/001_099/001/01.01.01_60/gs_NFV001v010
101p.pdf
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NFV – ISG - submit use case proposals and POCs
Similar to IETF, real scenarios and implementations drive innovation.
The idea is to spawn “fast service innovations” focused on show empirically “strong
operation benefits” for providers
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Currently, the proposed ETSI NFV use cases can be divided following this matrix.
4 large themes represent the typical cases presented in a carrier provider:
Cloud, Mobile, Content and Last-Mile Residential Access Services
In each large theme, an example of use-case

Reference ETSI NFV UC:
http://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_gs/NFV/001_099/001/01.01.01_60/gs_NFV001v010
101p.pdf
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Analogous to the computing cloud services provided by AWS and the whole 
ecosystem on top.
Cloud services can be organized in categories depending on the granularity and 
management of resources
From the point of view of managing internal Networks, there are services like AWS 
Virtual Private Cloud
That allow tenants to configure and manage their own internal networks with IPs 
addresses, routing, NAT
This part can be described as Network as a Service (NaaS)
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From the point of view of NFV
The Network function have to run in some virtual infrastructure
Thus, the VNFs have to be constructed on top of computing, 
storage and network resources, the last one in special (QoS, guarantees) 
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Example of an administrative domain #2 executing VNFs on the NFVI supplied by 
another domain #1.
VNFs can be allocated from one to another service provider based on geographic 
locations, redundancy, latency and policies requirements.
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Outsourcing alternatives for network services:
Many enterprises find the cost of a dedicated standalone appliance per-feature 
prohibitive, inflexible, slow to install and difficult to maintain. And as the enterprise 
continues to evolve, more services and applications migrate to the enterprise data 
center or public clouds, forcing a change in the way enterprise networks are built.
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VNFaaS is analogous to Software as a Service
No need for the operator to acquire equipment or physical links
Ecosystem to evolve network functions independently from the infrastructure
The metric is a measurement of the network function use and QoS constraints
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Advantages of VNFaaS:
- Modest software footprint for the enterprise to access the service
- Efficient use of software licenses
- Centralized management and data
- Savings in up-front costs 
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In the simplest case, the services are under full control of the service provider, and 
thus very similar to hosted services. However, when providing certain interfaces to 
enterprises, they may deploy and/or manage services on their own based on their 
need within the limits of operator specified policies.
Platform as a Service in networking services provide toolkit APIs to create software 
defined network functions end-to-end
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Issues:
To share infrastructure resources with third parties, 3 main requirements need to be 
fulfilled:
- Access control to API calls should be based on an authorized user identity
- Infrastructure resources need to provide mechanisms to separate workloads from 

different operators
- Infrastructure resources and network functions need o provide an interface to 

monitor , guarantee and limit the usage of the resource by each operator
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Advantages:
- Reduce Total Cost of Ownership 
- Improved network usage efficiency due to flexible allocation of different network 

functions on such hardware resource pool
- Higher service availability and resiliency provided to end users/customers by 

dynamic network configuration inherent to virtualisation technology
- Elasticity: capacity dedicated to each network function can be dinamically 

modified according to actual load on the network, thus increasing scalability
- Topology configuration: network topology can be dynamically reconfigured to 

optimize performance
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EPC virtualisation: VNFs as HSS, P/SGW and MME can be virtualised and may scale 
independently according to their specific resource requirements (can require a 
different number of NFVI resources than data plane VNFs)

There might a situation where it is necessary to increase user plane resources
without affecting the control plane and vice versa.
Inter operator connectivity and VNF FG are some potential issues for further study in 
this use case.
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Motivation of Virtualization in Mobile Base Station
- Increasing demand
- Stringent computational requirements (planned on max capacity)
- consolidation
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Coordinated multi-point transmission/reception (CoMP) is a technology to enhance 
the LTE system performance by dynamic coordination or transmission and reception 
between UE (User Equipment) and multiple geographically separated eNodeBs. The 
most sophisticated CoMP schemes for uplink require UE data and channel 
information to be shared among Base Stations (BSs) and, high bandwidth and low 
latency interconnection for real time cooperation among these should be supported 
on the virtualised environment. NFV should facilitate such a solution.
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Motivation, nowadays disavantages: 
- The capacity of the devices needs to be designed for peak hours. During weekdays 

and business hours, the dedicated hardware appliances and CDN servers are 
mainly unused

- It is not possible to react on unforeseen capacity needs, e.g., in case of a live-event 
as hardware resources need to be deployed in advance

- Dedicated physical devices and servers from several parties drive the complexity of 
the operator network and increase the operational expenses
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And some challenges:
- Cost-efficiency (cache software is often relative simple software, deployed on low-

cost servers)
- Performance ratio in comparison to bare metal
- Performance predictability
- Allow the right balance of network i/o to CPU power to storage i/o performance
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Advantages:
- Reduces CAPEX by eliminating the costs of Setup Boxes and Residential Gateways
- OPEX reduction by eliminating the need to constantly maintain and upgrade CPEs. 

And capacities to make remote diagnostic of the user devices in order to provide 
direct solutions to the problems in the user network

- Improved QoE by functionality such as remote access to all content and services, 
multi-screen support and mobility

- New service introduction is smooth and less cumbersome as the dependency on 
the CPE functionality and user installation processes is minimized
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The virtualisation of services and capabilities that presently 
require dedicated hardware appliances on customer premises 
(home environment to small branch office to large corporate 
premises), including but not restricted to: firewall, web security, 
IPS/IDS, WAN acceleration and optimisation, and router 
functions. The virtualisation of the home environment including 
routers, hubs and set top boxes would potentially enable a 
simpler and seamless migration to IPv6, reduce energy 
consumption and avoid successive hardware updates as 
broadband applications and services evolve.
Source: Network Functions Virtualisation – Introductory White 
Paper, http://portal.etsi.org/NFV/NFV_White_Paper.pdf



This example of NFV in the user home domain is being pursued by NEC.
The concept of virtual Residential Gateway (vRGW) allows to move many functions 
Currently running in the customer premises equipment (CPE) to virtual hosted appliances,
where they can be more easily updated while still allowing the same (or even abstracted
configuration knobs to the user



Motivation to consolidate Fixed residential access by virtualization
- Replacing DSL and cable modems by VDSL2
- More bandwidth and computing power in street cabinets
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Existing access technologies need to be improved to support the requirements of 
new services, e.g. in terms of capacity, stability, or real-time responde
Today’s ‘legacy’ technologies and services shall be able to coexist with new ones
Network management need to evolve to allow rapid provisioning of broadband
access, no matter from where, or via which technology, with the required parameters
of capacity and QoS defined by a set of services
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This diagram presents the proposal workflow. Any company or research institution 
can group in teams and submit a proposal to use case the NFV technologies to the 
public. This proposals are usually private and reserved documents and some of the 
material has been publicly available in other sources, such as specific websites or 
NFV-related conferences.
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In summary, since its beginning ETSI coordinated 35 Proof of Concept proposals. 
There were 20 completed already and currently 15 on-going PoCs. Each PoC proposal
has a link in ETSI website (password protected). The proposals are organized by 
“collaboration team” of companies or research institutions. The PoC in red, we will 
provide more detail later. 
- PoC#5 –vEPC use case, explored on a multi-vendor NFV infrastructure
- PoC#6 – providing higher security for mobile networks
- PoC#7 – hardware accelerated on radio virtualization
- PoC#8 – automatic provisioning, stitching and auto-recovery using orchestration
- PoC#9 – security enhancement for DDoS attacks
- PoC#12 – distributed VNF distributed software 
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- PoC#14 – ForCES (IETF Forwarding and Control Element Separation) can be used as 
the foundation for SDN-enhanced NFV

- PoC#15 - implements SDN switch to enable a subscriber-aware solution that is 
programmed on a per-endpoint basis, ensure trafffic flow from each subscriber to 
follow a chain of services

- PoC#16 – NFV and SDN in multi-tenant data centers and over the WAN, 
orchestration and controller ensures security and SLA over WAN

- PoC#19 – Acceleration of Virtualized Network Function using specialized NF 
Systems on Chips and disaggregation of elements using COTS and special chips

- PoC#22 – Automate recovery of VNF functions, scale in, scale out
- PoC#23 – idea is verify the correctness of the E2E lifecycle management and 

orchestration of virtualized LTE core network functions
- PoC#29 – CDN service over distributed cloud environment
- PoC#33 – A way to implement VNF Forwarding Graph is thru Service Function 

Chaining (SFC). The PoC verify flexible use of VNF Forwarding Graph using SFC from 
several vendors.
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- PoC#13 - high capacity and scalable multi-layered traffic steering system optimizes 
the utilization of network components, load balancing models are demonstrated

- PoC#17 - Support thru APIs, static and elastic service-level performance 
requirements and pricing parameters, provide rightful allocation of virtualized 
resources

- PoC#18 – Showcase of VNF Router Performance with Hierarchical QoS (HQoS) 
implemented using Brocade Vyatta 5600 vRouter and Intel DPDK

- PoC#20 – NFV framework for conveying content chance of become viral from 
Cloud applications such as YouTube, Twitter, Facebook and maximize energy 
efficiency using virtual CDN

- PoC#21 – demonstrate the benefits of Hardware Acceleration in NFV environments 
- for functions such as Load Balancing, Internet Key Exchange, Encryption and 
Video Transcoding, propose a Hardware Abstraction Layer

- PoC#24 – Static and Dynamic Resource Constraints expressed as policies, like max 
storage capacity, network topology, application QoE are adjusted, scheduled and 
placed in NFV/Cloud Systems in NFVIaaS use cases

- PoC#25 – vEPC functions implemented using AMD 64bit ARM and x86 processors, 
also scalable resource management for different CPU

- PoC#26 – Integrate NFV and SDN for a EPC that mantains core elements, MME, 
HSS. Use SDN in the mobile backhaul such that mobile operators can choose the 
granularity for QoS provisioning to mobile users
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- PoC#27 - Dynamic Network deployment of LTE - use CloudBand to provision, 
mobile data and control elements vEPC and vIMS

- PoC#28 – Show how to mark and process packets that belong to Service Chains 
using SDN

- PoC#30 – vRAN comprises a virtualized baseband unit (vBBU) that uses general 
purpose servers to deliver cost-savings and increased network performance

- PoC#31 – Virtualization of set top boxes, some companies are specialized in STB
- PoC#32 - Real-time OSS/BSS running on a virtualized environment to provide a 

complete distributed Policy Management and Charging Control System
- PoC#34 – a scalable way to split and scale independently the data and control of 

an EPC network
- PoC#35 – study fault tolerance in the NFVIaaS context
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NFVIaaS project – design based on mapping open source tools and elements
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PoC#2 Service Chaining of commodity virtual appliances using OpenFlow
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Several VNFs are compiled and prepared to specific hardware platforms based on 
MIPS processor
This PoC#3 explores the issues with portability, interoperability and state migration 
on COTS and specialized hardware
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Organize a distributed system and test interoperability among NFVI architectures.
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vIMS – first PoC from Alcatel-Lucent on the automatic cloud NFVIaaS system with 
auto-scale, auto-help, one-click to deploy
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Leverage IETF ForCES – Forwarding Elements are configured and managed, as 
alternative to OpenFlow and the system implements VNFs over ForCES layer
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The focus of this PoC is testing and design accelerated hardware for specific functions 
such as load balance and VPNs
Reference: http://www.ietf.org/proceedings/91/slides/slides-91-sdnrg-4.pdf
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The solution for implementing next generation S-GW and P-GW is by using SDN and 
NFV. This way, it split the function further into S/P-GW Control and S/P-GW-User 
Plane. This type of implementation leverages the original design of EPC (decoupled 
data/control) in order that the functions within the gateways can scale independently
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Network Functions Virtualisation will leverage modern technologies such as those 
developed for cloud computing. At the core of these cloud technologies are 
virtualisation mechanisms: hardware virtualisation by means of hypervisors, as well 
as the usage of virtual Ethernet switches (e.g. vswitch) for connecting traffic between 
virtual machines and physical interfaces. 
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For communication-oriented functions, high-performance packet processing is 
available through high-speed multi-core CPUs with high I/O bandwidth, the use of 
smart Ethernet NICs for load sharing and TCP Offloading, and routing packets 
directly to Virtual Machine memory, and poll-mode Ethernet drivers (rather than 
interrupt driven, for example Linux NAPI and Intel’s DPDK). 
Cloud infrastructures provide methods to enhance resource availability and usage 
by means of orchestration and management mechanisms, applicable to the 
automatic instantiation of virtual appliances in the network, to the management of 
resources by assigning virtual appliances to the correct CPU core, memory and 
interfaces, to the re-initialisation of failed VMs, to snapshot VM states and the 
migration of VMs. 
Finally, the availability of open APIs for management and data plane control, like 
OpenFlow, OpenStack, OpenNaaS or OGF’s NSI, provide an additional degree of 
integration of Network Functions Virtualisation and cloud infrastructure. 
Source: Network Functions Virtualisation – Introductory White Paper, 
http://portal.etsi.org/NFV/NFV_White_Paper.pdf
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Middlebox world – full of specialized closed-boxes hardware
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Linux Containers is one of the enabling technologies since Network Functions can be 
splitted and run in independent and isolated processes.
“Full deployment systems” with libs, binaries, image disks can be created in a matter 
of milliseconds
Performance can be tunnable in Linux
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An interesting proposal and enabler of small and high performance VN functions is 
ClickOS
A small MiniOS of rough 5MB in size running Click middlebox system (NAT, load 
balancer, router, etc)
Lots of small MiniOS can be spawned in a matter of miliseconds
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Some important results from ClickOS paper.
The total boot time of a miniOS machine in their context is around 20 msec
The number of virtual machines running in parallel and the deployment time are: 400 
clickOS in a matter of 200 ms.
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On ClickOS paper, the result of a regular MiniOS does not achieve high network 
throughput
Hypervisor and userland/kernel overhead do not permit 10Gbps, solution: netmap
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netmap is a high speed packet I/O shortcut for applications directly accessing the NIC 
device. It can easily handle line rate on 10Gbps.
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Source: Kelly Herrel (Brocade), NFV: The Signal in the Noise, NETWORK FIELD DAY, 
February 2014 
Networking’s Path Into The Server 
Telcos Drive 10X Higher Performance Requirement
Servers Are Exploding With Power… 
DRIVING MORE VIRTUAL MACHINES PER SERVER 
Servers Are Now Network-Centric 
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Source: Kelly Herrel (Brocade), NFV: The Signal in the Noise, NETWORK FIELD DAY, 
February 2014 

Linux
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Source: Kelly Herrel (Brocade), NFV: The Signal in the Noise, NETWORK FIELD DAY, 
February 2014 

Linux
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Openstack is one of the “cloud operating systems” - we present it since the NFV 
blueprints are quite substancial
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In particular Neutron is the network management in OpenStack



Src: SDN and NFV on OpenStack for Telcos (CANONICAL)
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Some of the blueprints being reviewed and implemented in Juno (left pane)
Some blueprints planned for Kilo (with the highest priority)
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Src: The Intelligent Flexible Cloud (ARM)
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Src: The Intelligent Flexible Cloud (ARM)
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Src: OPNFV: An Open Platform to Accelerate NFV (Linux Foundation)

The Open Platform for the NFV Project (OPNFV) provides a reference platform for 
Network Functions Virtualization (NFV). Therefore, large parts of the OPNFV 
architecture are directly related to the architecture outlined in the documents 
provided by ETSI ISG NFV. OPNFV will work in close collaboration with a number of 
upstream open source projects to achieve this goal. In addition to code development, 
the project will address a number of integration and testing aspects.

OPNFV Board and the TSC will be determining what technologies will be used to 
comprise the initial platform. OPNFV will work in collaboration with a number of 
upstream open source projects in areas ranging from Hypervisor, IaaS, SDN Controller, 
etc.

The OPNFV project will also work in collaboration with Standards Developing 
Organizations (SDO). In some cases OPNFV participants will help identify practical 
experience in implementing standards and provide feedback back into standards 
bodies.
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In actuality, many of the original carriers that proposed the NFV initiative had already 
begun working on virtualizing network functions long before the NFV ISG was 
conceived. Operator expectations for the benefits of NFV that may be realized in the 
near to intermediate term (one to three years) include:
Improving time-to-market for new services by minimizing the typical network 
operator cycle of innovation.
Optimizing resource utilization to reduce equipment cost, space, and power 
consumption.
Improving operational efficiency through automation and intelligent platforms.
Achieving elasticity and scalability to address the dynamic demands imposed in the 
multi-tenant environment.
Encouraing openness to enable multi-vendor interoperability of hardware and 
software.
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Src: WIRELESS NETWORK VIRTUALIZATION: ENSURING CARRIER GRADE AVAILABILITY  
(Wind River)
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Src: NFV – Dell point of view (Dell)
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Src: CLOUDBAND WITH OPENSTACK AS NFV PLATFORM (redhat - Alcatel Lucent)
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Src: CLOUDBAND WITH OPENSTACK AS NFV PLATFORM (redhat – Alcatel Lucent)
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Those same concepts are also leveraged to provide support for migration and 
elasticity, both key NFV goals. 
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Those same concepts are also leveraged to provide support for migration and 
elasticity, both key NFV goals. 
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